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The Other Three Weeks
Growing up as an observant Jew living in the modern
world, I always found it confusing trying to follow the dates of
both the Jewish and secular calendars.
“What day of the month is it?”
“Oh it’s, the 28th of January.” I’d respond.
“No, no, the Jewish month, what day of Shvat is it?”
“I’m sorry, I am not sure.” I’d reply somewhat sheepishly.
The truth is, “I’m not sure” was a dishonest answer. “I’m
not sure”, implies that I theoretically can supply a response,
but I’m not confident enough in the answer to tell you
something definitively.
The honest answer from me should have been, “I don’t
know”. For all I knew, it could have been the 19th of Shvat or
the 29th of Shvat. I just didn’t know.
However, every so often, there were those special months
when I would be able to keep track, when I proudly knew the
dates of the Hebrew months. When the start of both the
Jewish and secular months coincided perfectly, I knew those
dates perfectly! I might as well have had a sign on my shirt
saying “ask me what the date on the Hebrew calendar is”,
because I supplied it to anyone and everyone who seemed like
they “needed” to know.
Rabbi Meyer’s Message—continued on page 4

President’s Perspective
Seems we had some dog days of summer before summer even started this year! And here we are,
after our Annual Meeting, ready to meet the coming year. (Has anyone else noticed how many
opportunities we identify over the course of the year to renew our approach in the
upcoming year?) We have candidates for our High Holiday services lining up, and
in the coming weeks and months we will be able to hear from some of them.
Rabbi Meyers has restarted a Shabbat afternoon Gemara class before Mincha,
and it is going well. All are invited to join the class, and I encourage everyone to
give it a try at least once. There's a good chance if you try it once we'll see you
more than once, as long as these Shabbat afternoons can accommodate both a nap
and a shiur.
Wishing everyone a glorious summer. If you are around, come by the shul! If
you are away, keep in touch. Fill out your yearly membership forms, sponsor a
kiddush, and let us know if you have any ideas for something you'd like to see or do with the shul
community.

Shabbat Kiddush Presentations
July 16: Joyce Sklar will share her insight into jewish
music.

August 13: Darlene Piell will speak about her father,
Harold Ableman - "In League with the Man Upstairs".

Sponsorships are available for these programs

Upcoming events:
Watch your email for two exciting events that do not yet have a set date.
LJCAGBI White Sox outing--take a bus from Shul to an evening White Sox game. Details
to follow once the final date is set.
Paint Night--join talented and not-so-talented artists for an evening of creative fun. All
supplies--and instruction--will be provided to create a work of art. Program is planned for
late August or early September. Watch your email for details.
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To Anna & Myron Moscovitch on the bar
mitzvah of their grandson Zachary
Bersson son of Samantha and Shalom
Bersson
To Wini Weisman on the graduation of her
granddaughter, Sydney Weisman from
the University of Michigan with a
Masters degree in Urban Planning, and
her grandson Matthew Wilner from
grade school

Announcements
Mazal Tov:

Condolences to the family of:
Dr. Sharon Rae Bender

To Jadwiga & Ryszard Bednarek on the
graduation of their grandson Jonathan
from High School. He will be attending
Drexel University in the fall.

sister of Phyllis Fogelson

Ray Diamond
Doris Pliskin

To Helaine Ellenby on the graduation of
granddaughter Aliza Ellenby from High
School

Adele Waitz

Thanks to the Congregation

To Sue & Henry Kalter on the graduation of
their son Garren with an MS degree
from Clark University Graduate School
of Geography, and their son Samuel
with a BS degree in Business from Kelly
School at Indiana University

For the vocal and written expressions of
sympathy and support during this trying
time of the passing of my big brother
Harold. Till the age of 95, he looked over
me my entire life, in so many ways, with so
much compassion. Thank you again for the
condolences and donations.

To Regine & Stuart Meisel on the bar
mitzvah of their grandson Moshe
Chaim Meisel

Norman & Bobbie Snitovsky

Thank you to CIBC for their
Sponsorship of this Bulletin

Rabbi Meyers’ Teaching
Tuesday Night Torah
Parsha for the Perplexed
on WeeklyTorah portion

Check time on
web site
ljcagbi.org

On Zoom— For the clickable link to Rabbi Meyers’ classes,
please request it from the office. If you are viewing the
online version of this bulletin click here:
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Rabbi Meyer’s Message—continued from page 1

The harmonious glory of those perfectly synthesized and symbiotic months was a calendrical treasure.
And then there are years like this one. Where for four months straight (April, May, June and July) the
secular date is just one date off from the Jewish one. (1st of Nisan was April 2nd, 1st of Iyar was May 2nd, 1st
of June was 2nd day of Sivan, 1st of July is 2nd day of Tamuz.)
You would think it would be easier to follow. To be honest though, it’s that much more confusing. Is it
the Hebrew calendar that is a day ahead or the secular calendar? And which month does the order of which
one’s ahead by a day switch? It would almost be easier if the dates appeared entirely “random”. I’d be less
likely to get confused by some system that I can’t follow.
And yet, despite the confusion to the calendars on a year such as this one, it is still interesting to analyze
the overlap between the months of July and August and the Jewish calendar.
July and August together encompass almost the entire months of Tamuz and Av. These months are both
notorious for hosting the period of intense mourning on the Jewish calendar, known as “the three weeks”.
Bookended by the fast on the 17th of Tamuz and the 9th of Av, these days are ones of immense sadness as we
mourn the destruction of the Beis HaMikdash, the Temple in Jerusalem, and our ensuing exile from the land
of Israel. We highlight/lowlight the reciprocal reality of our exile, painfully recalling our two-thousand year
history of sadness and suffering living as Jews in the diaspora.
And yet, while 58 of the 62 combined days of July and August are taken up by the months of Tamuz and
Av, right before the close of August we see a glimmer of light. Rosh Chodesh Elul falls out on August 27th.
And that is significant (at least symbolically).
If one focuses on just the Jewish calendar alone, one won’t naturally see a connection between “the three
weeks” and the beginning of Elul. They are in separate months. They have a significant gap in between
them. Most families take their summer vacations during those weeks. They have a different feel. The three
weeks are always in the summer. Elul is most strongly associated with the start of the school year.
And yet if one were to count the days between the 9th of Av and Rosh Chodesh Elul, it is exactly 21 days;
three weeks.
The same number of days separating 17th of Tamuz and 9th of Av.
Perhaps the message behind this calendrical similarity is that just as there is a connection between the
17th of Tamuz and the 9th of Av, so too there is a connection between the 9th of Av and Rosh Chodesh Elul.
The same way our observance of the 17th of Tamuz impacts our observance of the 9th of Av, the same should
be true for the 9th of Av unto Rosh Chodesh Elul.
Elul is the month in which we begin our direct preparation for the Yomim Noraim, the high holidays.
We blow shofar each morning. We recite L’Dovid Hashem Ori twice daily. We initiate our process of
Teshuva, repentance. We are marching towards the palace, getting ready for the coronation of the King of
Kings on Rosh Hashana.
And all of that, the entirety of that experience and preparation for the high holidays, should be influenced
and informed by our sincere observance and mourning on the 9th of Av. Without that prior understanding,
and appreciation for what we are missing in our lives as Jews living in a world where G-d remains in the
shadows, we can’t fully appreciate what we are trying to accomplish as individuals and as a people on the
high holidays.
And so I encourage everyone to make the time this year, on Sunday, August 7th, to engage in a
meaningful and sincere way in mourning, on Tisha B’Av, be it at home, at shul, or wherever else one might
find themselves. The important thing is to connect.
P.S. G-d willing, Mashiach should come before then, and we will all celebrate Tisha B’Av together in
Yerushalayim.
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Off the Subject
A man walks into a bank in New York City and asks for the loan officer. He says he is going to
Europe on business for two weeks and needs to borrow $5,000.
The bank officer says the bank will need some kind of security for such a loan, so the man
hands over the keys to a new Rolls Royce parked on the street in front of the bank. Everything
checks out, and the bank agrees to accept the car as collateral for the loan.
An employee drives the Rolls into the bank's underground garage and parks it there.
Two weeks later, the man returns, repays the $5,000 and the interest, which comes to $15.41.
The loan officer says, "We are very happy to have had your business, and this transaction has
worked out very nicely, but we are a little puzzled. While you were away, we checked you out and
found that you are a multimillionaire. What puzzles us is why would you bother to borrow
$5,000?"
The man replied, "Where else in New York can I park my car for two weeks for 15 bucks?"
A chemistry teacher was showing his class different types of powerful acids. He picked up a
glass and said, "I am going to drop a gold ring into this solution; will it dissolve or not?"
The student shot back, "It will not!"
The teacher said, "How do you know?"
The student replied, "Because you wouldn't drop the ring in it if it did!"
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Schedule for Daily/Shabbat
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Services & Candlelighting Times

To attend a minyan, please go to the shul website where you will find a signup
form under the worship tab. Please call or text Paul Kramer at 312.343.2200 if
you don’t have access to a computer or have any questions.
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From the Catering Department
Summertime in Chicago, or Lincolnwood, as the case may be. It’s a really gorgeous day
today—it’s bright, sunny, with a slight breeze. How’s that for a lovely weather report? That’s
exactly what it’s like outside today. Hot enough to be out without an outer coat. Too hot if you’re
out for a very long period of time, unless you manage to find a spot with a breeze. I do love this
weather. I love listening to the birds chirping and I find myself looking for their nests. A perfect
summer day. When I was younger I used to put on my bathing suit and sun myself in the backyard.
Now, not so much. Although I admit that when I have the chance, I still go out on the patio and
relax with a good book. That’s another thing I enjoy—reading. I’m so glad I live walking distance,
just two blocks, from the Lincolnwood Library. I think I’m their best customer. I’m never bored,
especially if I have a book handy. And today especially, the birds seem to be having a play-date and
are chirping constantly. It’s such a relaxing sound. I did go for a walk earlier but it’s really hot out
so I only walked a few blocks. I must remember to fill my water bottle to take along, than I could
walk farther or longer. I sing as I walk, it gives me a pace . I sing very quietly so no one else can
hear me.
I always sing as I walk, even to Shul. Don’t misunderstand, I don’t sing for other people to hear.
I remember very old songs and sometimes silly songs, but I’m singing only for myself, not for
attention.
This is my favorite season - summer! I really love it. No heavy jackets or coats. - yet I don’t
think I would appreciate it as much if it were this way year round. Well, it’s getting to be shower
time so I’ll close for now wishing you all a wonderful summer.
Today’s joke: Three year old Rifka walked up to a pregnant lady in the doctor’s office. She
asks the lady, “why is your stomach so big?” The lady answers, well, I’m having a baby. With big
innocent eyes Rifka asks, is the baby in your stomach? The lady answers, yes. The little girl then
asks is it a good baby? And the lady answers, oh yes, a really good baby. With an even more
shocked look the little girl than asks, then why did you eat him?Your Friend,,
Shirley Derdiger

Please get your articles in for the shul bulletin
If you have a program, announcement or event, please get your information to the Shul Bulletin so
everyone will know about it! Send your electronic submissions to the editor at bulletin@ljcagbi.org or
submit a hard copy to the Shul office before the deadline, September/October 2022 issue,
Wednesday August 17, 2022. All material is subject to approval by the Shul office and may be edited
for space or content. Inserts must also be approved by the Shul office before inclusion in the Bulletin.
Please call the Shul office at 847.676.0491 for further details.
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Tu B’Av
Tu B’Av , the 15th Day of Av, is both an ancient and modern holiday. Originally a postbiblical day of joy, it served as a matchmaking day for unmarried women in the Second
Temple period (before the fall of Jerusalem in 70 C.E.). Tu B’Av was almost unnoticed in
the Jewish calendar for many centuries but it has been rejuvenated in recent decades,
especially in the modern state of Israel. In its modern incarnation it is gradually becoming a
Hebrew-Jewish Day of Love, slightly resembling Valentine’s Day in English-speaking
countries.
There is no way to know exactly how early Tu B’Av began. The first mention of this date
is in the Mishnah (compiled and edited in the end of the second century), where Rabban
Shimon ben Gamliel is quoted saying:
There were no better, i.e. happier, days for the people of Israel than the Fifteenth
of Av and Yom Kippur, since on these days the daughters of Israel/Jerusalem go
out dressed in white and dance in the vineyards. What were they saying: Young
man, consider whom you choose (to be your wife)? (Ta’anit, Chapter 4)
source: Chabad.org

Your presence is greatly
needed: please attend

Lincolnwood Jewish Congregation A G Beth
Israel, our Shul, has always maintained two
daily minyanim for Shacharit and for Mincha/
Maariv (or just Maariv during the winter
months). It continues to be difficult to
guarantee that 10 men will be present for
davening. Your help is urgently needed to
ensure that a full minyan is present for
everyone, especially those who have
Yahrzeit or are in their year of mourning.
Please attend whenever you are able.

Please note that this bulletin is online at
http://ljcagbi.org/?page_id=101
To print calendars, flyers or order forms, go to
the bulletin page needed, and print the page(s)
you would like. Perfect for refrigerator door
decor.
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